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CHAPTER 2

STORAGE SPACE MANAGEMENT

Section 1. TYPES OF FACILITIES
Paragraph

Introduction --------------------------------------------------------------------- 2-101
Covered storage space .-.---------. -.-. -.---------------------------.:-:--------- Z-1OZ
Open storage space -------------------------------------------------------------- 2-103

2-101. Introduction

The contents of this section show the general ap-
pearance and functions of the most common types
of storage facilities used by DOD Components.

2-102. Covered Storage Space
-.. . Covered storage space is storage space within any

roofed structure. Within this category are a variety
of structure types. Those types in general use are
as follows:

General-Purpose Warehouse
Controlled Humidity Warehouse
Refrigerated Warehouse
Flammable Storage Warehouse
Dry Tank
Shed
Transitory Shelter
Above Ground Magazine
Earth Covered Magazine

a. Generd-pu~ose  warehouse. A general-pur-
pose warehouse has a roof, side walls and end walls,
and may have ground level and/or truck or railcar
bed-level loading docks. Cantilever support cano-
pies over docks may also be provided. This type
warehouse may be heated or unheated. It is used
for various storage functions and for the storage of
a wide variety of items. The greatest portion of
covered storage space at DOD installations is nor-
mally in this type structure. General-purpose ware-
houses are primarily single-story buildings, though
multistory buildings also qualify. Because of its pre-
dominance, the single-story structure is the only
one shown in this section. The single-story struc-
ture with loading docks at truck and railcar bed

level has become the standard warehouse (fig. 2-
1).

(1) A truck dock of sufficient width, on one side
of the general-purpose warehouse, provides for
loading/unloading of truck-hauled supplies. The
matching dock and warehouse floor permit direct
access of materials handling equipment to and from
warehouse interior to and from interior of carrier
conveyance.

(2) On the opposite side of the standard gen-
eral-purpose warehouse, a railcar dock runs the full
length of the structure. This permits easy access
to railcars  from any warehouse door. Rail docks
should be located on either side of the two right
angle sides of new warehouses to allow for future
expansion of the buildings.

(3) Office space in general-purpose warehouses
may vary in size and location. In most instances,
such space is located within the warehouse. In oth-
ers, the space is attached to the outside of the ware-
house. In either case the office space is generally
located on the same side of the warehouse as the
truck docks.

(4) Normally, two main aisles run the length
of the general-purpose warehouse. These aisles al-
low materials-handling equipment or supplies to
move straight through the length of the building.
Typically, these main aisles are connected by cross
aisles.

(5) Functions found in a general-purpose ware-
house may include loose issue and/or bulk storage,
receiving, shipping, preservation, packing, carton
fabrication, unit and set assembly, security areas,
and administrative offices.
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Figure 2-I. An example gen.eml-purpose  warehouse.
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Figure z-2. Controlled humidity warehouse.
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Fz@re 2-S. Refrigerated storage warehouse.

b. Controlled humidity warehouse (CH).
(1) Almost any type of warehouse maybe op

erated under CH conditions if properly sealed and
equipped. However, the general-purpose ware--~. house is the type most frequently built for or con-
verted to a CH environment. Figure 2-2 is an
example of a general-purpose warehouse converted
to a CH type warehouse.

(2) Humidity control equipment and operations
in CH warehouses are discussed in detail in section
7 of chapter III.

c. Refrigerated warehouse. Outwardly, such a
warehouse resembles a general-purpose warehouse
though usually smaller. It may have truck and rail-
car docks on opposite sides of the warehouse or
combination docks on one side (fig 2-3).

(1) The interior of refrigerated warehouses is
usually divided into two parts. One part is desig-
nated as chill space in which the temperature can
be controlled between 36° F. and 46° F. (%’ C. and
8“ C.). The other part is designated as freeze space.
In this area, the temperature can be controlled be-
low a level of 32” F. (0° C.).

(2) Because of the division of refrigerated ware-
houses into chill and fkeeze space, there are no main
aisles that run the length of the warehouse. Cross
aisles provide access to railcar and truck docks.

d. l%mnzzble stmzge wareh.owe. The ilamrnable
storage warehouse is built of noncombustible ma-
terials and has fire walls with a 4-hour fire-resist-

ance rating. The main source of protection comes
from an alarm reporting system&d automatic del-
uge-type sprinklers connected to an adequate water.
supply.

(1) Inner ilre walls with no doors are preferred
in flammable storage warehouses because of the
greater fire protection afforded. However, fire
walls without doors necessitate greater care in
stock location, since subsequent stock movements
must be accomplished without benefit of free move-
ment within the building.

(2) Because it is a special-purpose warehouse,
varying sizes and construction. features of flam-
mable storage warehouses are found at different
storage installations. The flammable storage ware-
house shown in figure 24 is constructed at ground
level.

(3) Some gened-purpose warehouses or sec-
tions therein may be converted for storage of flam-
mable material. However, alterations must be in
strict accord with fire protection requirements.

(4) More specific details on flammable ware-
house operations are contained in section 4, chapter
V, of this regulation. Details on storage of com-
pressed gases and storage of acids are also found
in section 4, chapter V.

e. ~ tunk.
(1) Dry tanks are constructed of metal (bolted)

except for a concrete floor. These tanks may have
controlled temperature and humidity. Tanks may
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Figure .&&. Flammable warehouse...”
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be sealed units (fig. 2-5) or fitted with doors (fig.
2-6).

(2) Dry tanks are used for long-term storage.
Access roads parallel the rows of tanks. Because of
the size and shape of dry tanks, there are no op-
erating aisles for materials handling equipment al-
though materials handling equipment is used in the
storing process. Figure 2-7 shows a partially com-
pleted storage arrangement inside a dry tank.
J Sheds.

(1) Sheds are buildings without complete sides
and end walls. Some utilities may be provided. Fig-
ure 2-8 is an example of one type of shed. Since
they are not readily dismantled for relocation, they
are usually considered permanent structures. Sheds
are used for the storage of material that requires
maximum ventilation or material that does not re-
quire complete protection from the weather.

(2) There we various means by which shed-

stored supplies requiring added protection from the
weather may be protected while other supplies re-
quiring only minimum protection are left semiex-
posed. As illustrated in the left side of figure 2-9,
tarpaulins may be used as side walls. Pallets may
be positioned to form a protective wall (fig. 2-10).
The use of pallets in this fashion, where feasible,
serves a dual purpose since valuable storage space
inside the shed will not be occupied by empty pal-
lets.

(3) Figure 2-11 shows a transitory shed. This
is a prefabricated structure which can be disman-
tled for movement and reassembly. These can also ‘=-”
be positioned on concete slabs.

g. Transitoq shelters. These are prefabricated
metal structures normally with complete sides and
ends but no utilities therein. Such structures can
be dismantled for movement and reassembly. Fig-
ure 2-12 is an example transitory shelter.

Figure 2-5. Sealed dry tanks (sections must be unbolted for access).
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Figure 2-6. Dry tanks fitted with doors.
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Figure 2–7. Partially fiUed dry tank.
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Figure 2-8. A type of shed.
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Figure 2-Io. Shed storage sh~”ng the utilization of pallets as protective sidewalls.
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Figure Z-Ii . A type of transitory shed.

Figure 2–12, A type of tmnsitoq shelter.
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Fig/ire 2–I J. Typical abot~e-grottmi magazine.

h. Above-ground magazitie.
(1) An above-ground magazine is especially de-

signed for the storage of ammunition and explo-
sives. Because of the nature of the items stored,
above-ground magazines are built of fireproof ma-
terials and well ventilated to lessen the danger of
explosion. Note the ventilators on top of the build-
ing and the metal roof in figure 2-13. These build-
ings are widely separated to minimize the
destructiveness of an explosion, Although it may
be necessary at times to use a general-purpose
warehouse to store small arms ammunition, the
warehouse will not be classified as a magazine be-
cause it does not have the special design required
for proper storage of ammunition and explosives.

(2) one type of above-ground magazine has a
dock that runs the entire length of the building to
service both trucks and railcars.  Inside the typical
magazine, there are no main aisles running the
length of the building. Generally, cross aisles, cor-
responding to outside door location, run from the

2-1o

front to rear of building. However, in the instance
of large-lot storage as a single item of ammunition,
aisles in certain sections of the magazine may be
eliminated.

i. Earth-covered magazines. Earth-covered mag-
azines such as igloos are also used for the storage
of ammunition and explosives.

(1) The igloo is generally constructed of rein-
forced concrete with an arch-type roof covered with
earth. The arch roof is an added safety feature. In
the event of an explosion, the highest point of the
arch, being the weakest point, would collapse first,
thereby lessening the damage caused. Adequate
ventilation is provided by earth-covered magazines.
Although they are not heated, the inside temper-
ature ordinarily ranges between 40° F. to 45° F.
in winter to 60° F. and 70° F. in summer.

(2) Because of the isolated location and peculiar
construction features of an earth-covered magazine,
the type of materials-handling equipment used is
often limited. A clearance must be provided be-
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Figure 2–14. Explosives stored  i?t a t!ypical ig!oo.

tween stacks and walls. The amount of clearance
-.-. will be in accordance with commodity characteris-

tics and regulations of the appropriate military
service. The typical earth-covered magazine has
door(s) on only one end. Truck doors at earth-cov-
ered magazines are rare. Normally, a centrally lo-
cated dock(s) is constructed in the ammunition area
to service railcars and trucks.

(3) In addition to quantity-distance factors,
storage heights in earth-covered magazines are lim-
ited by the arched roof (fig. 2-14).

(4) Figure 2-15 depicts some typical earth-cov-
ered magazines.

>103. Open Storage Space

Open storage space is an improved or unimproved
open area designated for storage purposes.

a. Open improved storage space. This includes
space that has been graded and surfaced with con-
crete, tar, or asphalt, crushed stone or gravel, or
other suitable topping. While covered space is pre-
ferred and even necessary for most supplies, certain
material not readily susceptible to damage by ad-
verse weather conditions can be stored in this type
space.

(1) An open improved storage area usually has’
a hard surface of a more conventional surfacing
material (fig. 2-16). The area shown provides ad-
equate drainage, affords protection of supplies from
wet ground conditions and provides adequate run-
ning surface for operation of materials handling
equipment. A steel mat topping may be used but
is a least desirable method but necessary in some
instances due to immediate need or lack of other
suitable topping material.

(2) Storage layouts for improved open areas
vary because of terrain features and type of com-
modity stored. Aisles become in reality roadways
due to the size of the materials-handling equi~ment
required.

b. Open unimproved storage space. Open unim-
proved storage space is an unsurfaced open area
designated for storage purposes.

(1) The limitation on the use of material-han-
dling equipment is a significant disadvantage of this
type storage. Storage managers must be very se-
lective of the type stocks designated for this type
storage and use such space only when a higher
grade of open improved storage space is not avail-
able.

(2) A storage layout for an open unimproved

2-11
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Figure 2-15. Typical earth -col,ered  ?nagazi?~es,
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Figure 2–1 6. Hard surfaced open improved area.

storage area is affected by the same criteria as that to be located, without regard to conventional stor-
for open improved storage areas. However, to take age practices. More details on storage layouts for
advantage of existing drainage, supplies may have all types of storage are contained in section 3 of this
to be positioned and aisles or roadways may have chapter and section 3 of chapter III.

---—.-.. . ..-.  . . ...\

Section 2. SPACE REQUIREMENT FACTORS
Paragraph

General -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2-201
Scope ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2202
Considerations in space requirement computations ----------------------------- 2-203
Development of data for use in space requirement computations --------------- 2-204
Open storage areas .-. ---. ------------------------------'------------------------- 2-205
Summary ------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- 2-206

2-201. General

Storage space is a basic resource of any storage
operation. Economy depends upon the optimum
utilization of this space, and the proper arrange-
ment of operations incident to the receipt, storage,
and issue of materials, Space economy can be ob-
tained only by thorough planning for the use of
space,

2-202. Scope

This procedure does not apply to wet storage areas,
rolling stock yards, petroleum, oil, and lubricants
(POL) tank farms, storage of complete aircraft, in-
dustrial tool storage in contractor plants, or to am-
munition storage space computations which are
developed under separate instructions of the mili-
tary services.

2-203. Considerations in Space Requirement
Computat ions  .

There are many factors which must be considered
in developing a procedure for computing storage
space requirements. These factors must be recog-
nized in a way that will enable ready adaptability
by all echelons concerned with computing space re-
quirements or occupancy factors. The following
identi& these key factors:

“a. Q~a~W Of in~entow. Although many ele-
ments contribute to the computation of storage
space requirements, quantity is the basic element
or conversion factor. From this, space requirements
can be computed through application of dollar value
andJor cubic footage of supplies.

b. Characteristics of storage facility. Since stor-
age space is three dimensional, facility character-

2-13
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ut i l i ze vert ical  space to
;he fullest extent . . . save floor
space for additional receipts.

Figure 2–1 7. Effective use of vertical space.

istics must be carefully analyzed. Limitations such
as stacking height, floor capacity, structural clear-
ances, and other obstacles must be recognized.

c. Equipment capabilities. Use of potential ware-
house storage height may be restricted by equip-
ment capabilities to achieve the vertical utilization.

d. Commodity churacterWcs. The maximum
stacking height potential is also influenced by the
characteristics of the material or its packaging.
These may not permit stacking to the height avail-
able. The type of commodity being stored must
therefore be considered in determining whether the
gross cube available can be filled. This consideration
supports the idea of categorizing supplies into
groups to promote a constant storing height poten-
tial.

e. Total warehouse stcnwge space. The gross stor-
age space within a warehouse includes

(1) Storage support space. See section 2, chap-
ter 1.

(2) Aisles. See section 2, chapter 1, and section
3 of this chapter.

(3) Stwctuml  10SS. See section 2, chapter 1.
(4) Net stinwge space. See section 2, chapter 1.

f. Occupancy of net storage space. Considerations
such as ceiling heights, commodity characteristics,
and “elbow room” are factors which preclude the
possibility of complete occupancy of net storage
space. In any storage operation, it is desirable to
have “elbow room” available for operational flexi-
bility. This “elbow room” space must be limited to
the absolute minimum required for effective stor-
age. Suftlcient  “elbow room” should be available to
minimize the continuous necessity for relocation of
stocks to “fit” additional receipts into the storage

. . . .
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Figure 2–18. Space is three-dinzm”ond.

pattern. Fifteen percent of the net available space
is considered an adequate allowance for “elbow
room” for general supplies. Ammunition is of course
governed by quantity-distance factors found in ap-
propriate publications.

g. Examples of space considerations. Figures 2-
17 through 2-21 are illustrations of some of the
considerations in properly computing storage space
requirements.

2-204. Development of Data for Use in Space
Requirement Computations

Computation of space requirements should use cu-
bic feet and/or square feet as conversion factor(s)
in relating material to space. In the planning for,
and selection of material for storage in specific
warehouses or warehouse sections, the selection
should be based upon the vohme  of inventory,
stackability, bin requirements, etc. In other words,

HORKOHTM ‘.— -- -——- -—— -
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I
I
I You PAY

t NRRJS
I
I

I
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I
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I
I
1

1
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I

material with low stackability should not be located
in high ceiling warehouses when lower ceiling or
low floor level capacity warehouses are available.
This also applies to bin areas, storage support
areas, relatively small inventories of the same item,
etc. The following will apply in developing data to
support space computations:

a. Average stacking heights. The cfiaracteristics
of storage warehouses influence the heights to
which material may be stacked, The composition of
the inventory will normally vary from installation
to installation with resultant effects on average
stacking heights. For example, a substantial inven-
tory of an item that possesses very limited high
storage potential, as opposed to a very limited in-
ventory of the same item, would have a marked
bearing on storage height average for that item.
For this reason, each storage activity must compute
independent data which will reflect average poten-
tial storage height of inventory.

L.;
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h example) Flow Ciwadty-WO pounds per squire foot.

Fig/(re 2–I s). Floor load limitatio)l.

(1) In order to relate to space, the stacking
height must be established. Establishing stacking
heights should not be predicated on the basis of the
height to which supplies are currently stored, but
rather to the height that supplies are capable .of
being stored in accordance with proper warehous-
ing practices. This height to which supplies are ca-
pable of being stored is known as the potential
storage height. Another influence which must be
recognized is the inventory. For example, the quan-
tity on hand could result in some supplies being
stacked to less than the potential height. This prac-
tice reduces the average potential storage height.
The term “adjusted potential storage height” ap-
plies to this recomputation.

(2) It will be necessary to survey inventories
in order to determine acceptable and attainable
storage heights. Computer facilities, where avail-
able, should be utilized to provide greater accuracy
and lessen expenditure of manpower. To attain sat-
isfactory benefits from such a survey, and to avoid
establishing stacking heights for each item, supply

inventory should be grouped into selectecl cate-
gories and the average-heights determined for each
category. As examples, separate categories may
possibly be established for type 1, easy loacl, type
2, average load, and type 3, difficult loaci, as clefinecl
in glossary of terms, and for unpacked items such
as vehicles.

(a) Supply groupings should be sufficiently
categorized to reflect relatively constant ancl ac-
curate average potential stacking heights as well
as adjusted potential stacking heights which take
into account the variables of supply inventory.

(b) Results of the survey will indicate an
overall potential height ancl adjusted potential
height for each category grouping. This should be
frequently assessed to assure data correctly reflect
the current storage situation.

b. Square foot computations. Stacking height
data will be reconciled to the amount of floor area
(square footage) that is currently utilized in storing
inventory. In the event that potential or adjusted
potential storage height is not fully occupied, pro-

~._—_
-- ..-.—,.
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vision must be made to identify the current exces-
sive occupancy of square feet of floor area in order:.. . . . . . .4 . . . to reflect the actual net square feet of storage space,. .
required to store inventory. The height of stacking
should be extended by attrition to bring the actual
storage in ‘balance with the adjusted potential,
thereby equalizing the amount of net square feet
actually occupied. An example problem is worked
out as follows:

,,, ... . . . . . . ,
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A survey has indicated that supply category X is
capable of being stacked to an average potential
height of 14 feet and an average adjusted potential
height of 13 feet, The survey also disclosed that
material curiently  occupies 218,000 square feet of
floor space. The average stacking height to which
materials are actually stored averages only 12 feet.
How many square feet are required to store inven-
tory? See figures 2-22 and 2-23.
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Figure 2-20. Facilities and equipment are limiting fwtors in attaining etomge heights;

@ Coils of steel banding are shown in a stack column that is erected to only moderate
storage height. Although the characteristics of this item with regard to stability would
allow a substantially higher stacking level, the weight, considering floor load capacity,
has reached the maximum. Floor load capacity may, therefore, influence stacking heights.

@ Structural supports of a warehouse are a major limiting factor in attainable stacking
heights. Above illustration depicts a she&monitor-type warehouse. Note that shed area
has substantially less stacking height potential than does the middle area, or monitor
section.

@ Even though a warehouse possessed highly preferable features as relates to floor
load capacity and clear vertical space, these would be to Iittle avail unless characteristics
of stacking equipment were capable of taking full advantage oft he potential. Illustration
depicts the lost space consequences of a lift truck with limited stacking reach.
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Figure 2-21. Commodity characteristics also influence storage heights.

@ Forklift trucks represent those’ items that are stored unpacked and are of such
contour to preclude stacking. Within the limits of appropriate facility assignment, items
of this type, in the interests of space utilization effectiveness, are normally located in
storage areas where the least storage height potential exista. Inventory such as this is
categorized as being of limited stacking height potential.

Q Items which are packed in containers of substantial strength or items which support
the surface of the containers will ordinarily lend to high stacking. Therefore, selection of
storage location should provide for maximum stacking height potential.

@ There are many items which lend only to moderate stacking heights for several
reasons. As an example, the packs may be too weak to withstand the extreme stack
weights imposed as a result of relatively high storage or else the packs are somewhat
unstable. The bagged items shown in this illustration are representative of the above
reasons which limit stacking heights.

A
PART A

P = POTENTIAL storage height F=

A = ACTUAL storage height 12
AP = ADJUSTED POTENTIAL storage height E=

A
— = Potential vertical space utilization 12
P effectiveness (fig. 22). E=

2-18
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Adjusted vertical space utilization
effect iveness.

86~0 Potential vertical space utilization
effectiveness.

92’% Adjusted potential vertical space
utilization effectiveness.

——
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Figure 2-22. Space occupancy effectiveness (; = eflectiv~ss).

PART B 218,000 x .86 = 187,480 Square feet required for op-
S = SQUARE FEET occupied by inventory timum effectiveness
E  .  spaCt?  OCCUpaIICy  EFFECTIVENESS o r

R . sqUSrc2  feet REQUIRED tO StOre kW311tOry 218,000 x .92 = 200,560 Square feet required to store
(fig. 23)

S X E =  R
present inventory.

. ----/ ... -; ‘-.. xy..’
‘~

Figure 2-2$.  Actual square feet required to store inventory (S x E = R).

c. Cubic foot computation. Since both horizontal foot area of storage by the stacking height (feet)
and vertical dimensions have been provided in a will equal the total cubic feet of storage space avail-
and b, above, the multiplication of the total square able. Formula will read:

2-19
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H =
s =

TCF =
H x S =

AH =

s =
ACF =

A H x  S =

Vertical storage HEIGHT
SQUARE FOOT area
TOTAL CUBIC FEET
TCF

Attainable stacking
AEIGHT
SQUARE FOOT area
ATTAINABLE CUBIC FEET
ACF

d. Dollar value of inventoy (except arnmuni-
tiqn). In, any ,space computation forqmla, quantity
of inv.entgry is the prima~  “element. Knowledge of
the total dollar value of the supply inventory is also
a valuable asset for use in conversion of receipts
and issues to space occupied or vacated. For ex-
ample, computation of this data can be used in for-
mula development to indicate that $5,000 worth of

supply receipts will require X amount of storage
space or $10,000,000 worth of supply inventory will +=-.+
occupy Y amount of space. (Inflation/deflation fac- . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
tors must be considered when determining space
requirements by this method.) The value of this
approach, as a convenient medium. of space com-
putation, should be apparent. These data may be
applied as indicated in succeeding formulas:

PART A—Determining dollar value of invento~
per cubic foot

DV = DOLLAR VALUE of Supply

inventory on hand
CF = CUBIC FEET required to store

inventory (c above)
VC = Dollar VALUE of inventcn%’ mr

CUBIC foot (fig. 24) - -
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Figure 24?.4. Dollar value per cubic foot (%V = VC).

Part B-Allowance for incoming receipts (esti- VC = DOLLAR VALUE of “on hand”
mated): inventory per CUBIC FOOT

Element I: CF = CUBIC FEET required to store
I = INBOUND receipts cost value additional inventory (fig. 25)
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Fiy)tre 2–%. Cl/bit  feet required to store additional i?t ventory ($ = CF).

Element 2:

H = Vertical storage HEIGHT to which
additional inventory may be stacked.

.
.;

q’-,

.

.

CF = CUBIC FEET required to store
additional inventory.

S = SQUARE FEET required to store
additional inventory (fig. z26).
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Figiire 246. square feet reqt~ired to store additional in lW?ltO~J (~ = S ) .

Part C-Allowance for outgoing shipments (esti- Element 1:
mated) is a reversal of the procedure enu- 0 = OUTBOUND shipment cost value.
merated for incoming receipts and is com- VC = DOLLAR VALUE of “on hand” inventol~
puted as follows: per cubic foot.
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CR = CUBIC FEET of space RELEASED
through shipment of inventory.

o
VE=CR

Element Z:
H = Vertic~l storage HEIGHT to which

inventory was stacked.
CR = CUBIC FEET of space RELEASED

through shipment of inventory.
SR = SQUARE FEET of space RELEASED

through shipment of inventory.
. ..” CR. . .., .~,=:.S R”.. :

e. Bi?r areas. The computation of space require-
ments for establishment of bin areas will be pred-
icated on the following

(1) The number of line items to be storecl which
will reflect the number of bin openings required.

(2) The size of bin openings (outside dimen-
sions).

(3) The height to which bin columns will be
er~ted.

~. Space utilization in storage suppcnti. Not all
space in a storage area can be allocated to material
storage. However, the diversion of space from ac-
tu
?

torage to storage support functions shoulcl be
held o the minimum consistent with good operating
practices. Considerations in computation of space

6r uirements for storage support activities are as
1fo lows:

(1) The requirements for space for storage sup-
p&t functions are greatly influenced by the mission
responsibilities of the particular activity. As an ex-
ample, tonnage handled or net storage space op-
erated need not necessarily have an absolute bearing
on the amount of space allocated to preservation,
and packing. Detailed evaluation of the particular
operating circumstances would, therefore, be nec-
essary before accurate computation could be accom-
plished.

(2) It would be impractical to establish fm

15 September 1979

ratios of space allotted for storage support purposes
on the basis of personnel employed or gross area :+x~x~.+
operated. However, storage management person- ‘.=
nel should frequently appraise actual support re-
quirements to assure that valuable space is not
allocated to these functions in excess of minimum
requirements.

(3) Computation of space requirements for sup-
port functions should be developed, in great part,
through review of both past and current require-
ment experience. When projecting future needs,
consideration should be given to possible mission
changes which would alter requirements. Such ac-
knowledgment will enhance the accuracy of pro-
jected allocations as compared to actual proved
n e e d  ( f i g .  2 - 2 7 ) .

g. Gross space reqwirevlents. Formula for com-
puting gross space requirements for storage is as
follows:

N =

A =
Ss =

s =
G =

NET SQUARE FEET of space allocated to
storage.
Space allocated to AISLES.
Space consigned to STORAGE SUPPORT
functions.
STRUCTURAL loss space.
GROSS storage area N + A + SS + S = G. .=-

2-205. Open Storage Areas

The formula described in g above will also apply in
determining open storage space requirements, ex-
cept that consideration need not be given facility
restrictions as may affect stacking heights.

2-206. Summary

Space requirements are not computed on an “after
the fact” basis. To put it another way, inventories
are not stored and then computations developed to
indicate that X amount of storage space is required.
To the contrary, space requirements are projected
ahead of actual physical occupancy with a degree
of accuracy to assure avoiding overallocation.
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Factors of consideration in computing storage support space requirements.

Section 3. PLANNING THE STORAGE LAYOUT

Paragraph
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 2401

Factors influencing layout plan -------------------------------------------------- z-30z
Preparation of layout plan ------------------------------------------------------- ~03
Utilization of floor plan in stock layout ------------------------------------------ MM

2-301. Introduction

a. A storage area floor plan layout is an excellent
management tool for space control. It enables plan-
ning for the effective use of space. The layout is the
framework in which the overall depot storage space
layout is developed. It serves as the basis for de-
veloping the storage area planographs.  (See sec. 3,
chap. III, for instructions on planographs.  ) The lay-
out also is the basis for preparation of the storage
space status report. (See sec. 4, this chap.) Storage
plans for installations and activities storing am-
munition will be developed as prescribed by the
responsible military service.

$ b. Using the principles of space requirements
determinations outlined in section 2 of this chapter,
effective storage area layouts can be developed.

c. A complete and current floor plan shows the
actual manner in which the gross space within a
storage area is used. The plan shows the division
of space into storage, receiving, shipping areas,
main aisles, cross aisles, fwe aisles and offices. Each
section or other subdivision of the floor plan will
show the square footage of gross space, nonstorage
space, and the net space available for storage.

2-302. Factors Influencing Layout Plan

a. A!mn siwzihztity.  Items with similar handling
requirements should be stored together when prac-
ticable. This facilitates storage and issue and con-
tributes to effective care of supplies. There is
normally no requirement that material will be seg-
regated and stored by an inventory manager.
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b. Item popularity. Activity or popularity is an
important factor in planning the storage layout for
material. The fastest moving bulk stocks should be
planned for storage in areas that are quickly and
easily accessible to reduce travel of materials han-
dling equipm~nt and stock selection personnel.
Loose issue areas should be located adjacent to
packing and processing areas. Fast moving bin
stocks should be easily accessible to expedite stock
selection and replenishment actions. To the extent
feasible, items with the slowest turnover rate

, should be planned for placement in areas progres-
sively f&her from aitive stock or processing areas.
The principle of location by popularity is shown in
figure 2-28.

c. f tem size and weight. The dimensions and
weight of individual items affect not only the
amount of storage space allotted, but also the lo-
cation in which items are to be stored. For example,
a 5-ton dynamo would be stored in a location that
would prowde a balance between accessibility to
required handling equipment and the least amount
of intradepot transport. Normally, except for those
items requiring overhead cranes for !landling,  the
greater the item density the less overhead clear-
ance or ceiling height required.

d. Item quantity. Quantity of material on hand
affects the amount of space required on the layout.
It will frequently be desirable to increase the

15 September 1979

amount of space assigned to an item in a single
location in order to eliminate the need for two lo-
cations. This may reduce effort and travel in re- +.:.+..+
plenishment actions for binnable items and reduce . .

administrative effort required for maintenance of
the location record system.

e. Item churacterktics. Most items of suppl y are
of such nature that special storage areas are not
required. However, there are some items which do
require special considerations.

(1) Hazardous. Some materials have chqc-
teristics which require the materials to be specially
stored or handled to prevent a hazard to personnel
and facilities. Appropriate recognition of this factor
must be taken when planning storage layouts. (See
sec. 4, chap. V.)

(2) Semsitive.  Material which requires a high
degree of protection and control due to statutory
requirements or regulations, such as narcotics and
drug abuse items; precious metals; items which are
of high value; highly technical or of a hazardous
nature; and small arms, ammunition, explosives and
demolition and material. (See sec. 8, chap. III.)

(3) Perishable and deteriorative. Some mate-
rials have a limited storage life and care must be
taken to assure that the oldest stock or that which _e~
may have an earlier expiration date is issued first. ‘7’
Many foods, drugs, etc., must be kept in refriger-
ated areas or in temperature controlled areas. For

Ill,. ., ..,,
MEDIUM

ins it*m activ
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all items of a perishable or deteriorative nature, the
most suitable storage environment must be made

. . .. . . . . .. . ... .. ...,.. available. (See sec. 5, chap. V.)
,. ..,.:-.

f. Aisles. Preplanning of aisle positioning on lay-
outs must be done prior to placement of materials.
Allowing thdaisle layout to take shape as materials
are placed in stock may result in placing materials
in inaccessible locations and loss of space.

(1) Aisle layout is determined by the structure
of the warehouse; quantity, nature, and activity of

rnaterial.s to be. stored;. and by the types and ca-
pacity of rnate~als handling equipment available.

(2) “Aisles should only be wide enough to pro-
vide maneuvering room for the materials handling
equipment available for the stock storage and se-
lection actions. For aisle widths required for forklift
truck operation, see (7) (a) below.

(3) Width of aisles in bin and shelving areas
should permit easy movement of stock selector
trucks through the storage area. Generally, this
requires an aisle of 30 to 36 inches in width.

(4) Aisles should be planned to provide straight
and clear passageways unobstructed by support
columns, elevators, heaters, or other such construc-
tion features. A particularly important factor is the—~—
location of columns. Space loss due to columns will
be reduced if columns are used as aisle and bay
boundaries.

(5) Every block of material should be adjacent
to a working aisle and stored so that stock can be
removed without the necessity of moving another
item. The simplest means of providing accessibility
is to create a large number of aisles and short rows,
but this practice is inconsistent with the principle
of minimizing the number of aisles. The best rule
to follow is to be certain that materials are stored
on both sides of and facing the working aisles. Pallet
racks, placed parallel to the long dimension of the
building, in side-to-back storage with a bulk stock,
permit the use of transportation aisles to provide
accessibility to small lot material (fig 2-29).

(6) Since a mix of material may contain a wide
variety of lot sizes, various bay depths must be
provided. For example, if a single column of pallet
loads is placed in a bay which has a capacity of five
such columns, space for four columns is lost (fig 2-
30). The availability of a variety of bay sizes is af-
fected by aisle layout and the direction of storage.
When the best conceived plan for direction of stor-
age fails to produce a sufficient number of small

Figure 2-29. Storage of wnull lot items in racks in
bulk storage areas.

bays for the class of material handled, the number
of working aisles must be increased.

(7) Working aisles are those from which ma-
terial is placed into and removed from storage.
Working aisles are of two types, transportation
aisles, running the length of the building, ancl cross
aisles, running across the building.

(a) The working aisle wickhs specified herein
are not to be construed as the absolute limitation
for all operations. They represent the dimensions
under which most operations may be conductecl.
Aisle widths must be established to assure complete
consonance between operational efficiency and space
economy. The aisle widths specified below are
based upon a load of 40 inches.

2,000-pound trucks -----.-----.-.-.---.----:-  9’6”
3,000-pouncl  trucks -------------------------- 6’0

(narrow aisle)
3,000-pound trucks -------------------------- 7’0”

(extensive reach)
4,000-pound trucks -------------------------- 10’0
6,000-pound trucks -------------------------- 11’6

Aisle widths for different load lengths will be de-
termined on the basis that a variation of 8 inches
in the load length will have a corresponding vari-
ation of 6 inches in the aisle width. For example,
a 48-inch load length will increase the aisle widths
indicated above by 6 inches. Determination of aisle
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.,” . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Figure &SO. S&ce  loss resulting from storage of
nwdium lots in bulk la~e lot storage location.

width is affected by turning radius of equipment
(MHE) to be used.

(b) In most storage layouts, the volume of
activity requires two transportation aisles for ef-
ficient layout. Such aisles run the length of the
building and should be wide enough to permit two-
way traffic for the materials handling equipment
being utilized in that particular area.

(c) At least two cross aisles are needed in the
standard warehouse section. Such cross aisles should
be in accordance with the aisle requirements out-
lined in (7) (a) above as the bulk of storage opera-
tions will be carried on in cross aisles.

(8) Personnel aisles are those used as pedes-
trian routes only and may be required for access to
doors or to special interior areas; such aisles should
be held to a minimum. Where there is not enough
traffic on working aisles to prohibit use as personnel
aisles, working aisles should double as such.

(9) Service aisles are those which provide ac-
cess to stacks for inventory, inspection, or for pro-
tective processing. These type aisle requirements
are normally very limited. Efficient warehousing
operations require that each storage row contain
only one item with the same number of containers
per pallet. This facilitates inventory as well as issue
and normally makes special service aisles unneces-
sary. Such aisles may by necessary, however, for
special commodities (e.g., subsistence) which re-
quire frequent inspections.

g. Working areas, Working areas are nonstorage
space (other than aisles) in which operations inci-
dent to storage or materials handling are per-
formed. Working areas include receiving and shipping
bays, packing floor space, strapping lines, battery
charging stations, offices, and locker rooms. Such

spaces reduce storage area and, therefore, should
be held to the minimum compatible with efficient
operation. >.,..., . . . . . .. ...

(1) Working areas are normally located in those ‘“”’””=’”
portions of a warehouse which have the lowest ceil-
ings. Usually points which serve all personnel in a
building, such as offices and locker rooms, are lo-
cated in the center section of the building against
a side wall so as not to interrupt work in large
storage bays, and so that personnel entering from
outside will not walk through the storage areas.
Working areas are located so as to minimize the
total time required for travel of personnel and
equipment between storage locations and working
areas.

(2) Although set rules cannot be established for
allocation of space to working areas, it is essential
to keep such space to a minimum. Working areas
must be controlled to ensure that such areas do not
expand beyond the defined boundaries.

(a) Temporary storage of materials within a
working area, particularly in receiving and shipping
bays, should be held to a minimum. Clerical pro-
cedures and checking operations should be so or-
ganized that materials can be processed immediately
upon arrival in the working area and quickly re- *
moved to storage.

(b) utilization of cube in working areas is just
as important as in storage space. The use of pallet
racks and shelving frequently will save space in
working areas.

(c) When practicable, working areas which
serve several buildings should be consolidated. For
example, the establishment of a central packing
floor space for several buildings will result in less
space consumption than the total required by pack-
ing floor space in each building. Also, this facilitates
the centralized use of special equipment and con-
centrates the supervision of specialized jobs.

2-303. Preparation of Layout Plan

When making storage layouts whether for covered
or open storage, a floor plan of each storage area
should be prepared. The plan must indicate all ob-
stacles such as support columns, stairwells, eleva-
tor shafts, office locker rooms, and washrooms (fig.
2-31).

a. Basic bulk storage layout criteria. Most of the
principles involved in bulk storage are exemplified
in the layout for a complete building as illustrated
by figures 2-32 and 2-33. Various layouts for bulk
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located adjacent to each intersection, so that the
distance required for movement of a small lot from
the door or from another bay is at a minimum.. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
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Figure  241. Storage floor prior to stock layout.
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storage are shown. There is practically no variation
in bay depth as shown in figure 2-32; each bay is
about 40 feet in depth so that any lot of less-than-
carload quantity will have to be placed in a bay
which it will not completely fill, resulting in loss of
space. The main aisle runs lengthwise through the
building. When comparing figure 2-32 with figure
2-33, note that the aisle layout is unchanged, but
that in figure 2-33 all aisles are used as storage
spaces and a variety of bay sizes are provided. Also,
in figure 2-33, side-to-back bays of various sizes are

Tt
Figure 242. Space layout for large lot.
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(1) Easy access to material makes direction of
storage a significant factor in space utilization. Se-
lection of the proper direction of storage can be

. . . . . .
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Figure 2-?s. Space layout fbr large lot and small lot.
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invaluable in providing a variety of bay sizes with-
out increasing the number of working aisles. At the
same time, such planning tends to spread the vol- “::+;-;: ”.; :+
ume of traffic equally over all working aisles, re-

. . . . .

lieving congestion.
(2) Figure 2-34 shows a layout for large lot

storage developed in respect to direction of storage
in a bay 80 feet square. Columns and other obstruc-
tions are not shown in this arrangement.

(3) The simplest but most inflexible disposition
of storage space is storage of a single item aisle to
aisle shown by figure 2-34, part A. With four pallet
loads stacked in each space, there are faces for 17
different items, with each row containing 68 pallets,
which is the equivalent of about two carloads of
materials. This layout does not provide for storage
of small lot items.

(4) One method of increasing the number of
rows and of reducing the depth of each row is shown
by figure 2-34, part B. The area has been bisected
by an imaginary line perpendicular to the direction
of storage, and in each row different items are
placed in opposite directions from this line. This
practice is known as “back-to-back” storage and is
standard for all storage using the forklift truck and
pallet system. This method allows faces for 34 items -=--. . . . . . .
instead of 17 and each row is only 40 feet deep, the
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Figure 2-s4.

PART D

Example direction of storage
arra~ements.
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equivalent of one carload. This layout is an im-
provement over that shown in figure 2-34, part A,
but still makes no provision for less-than-carload
quantities.

(5) Another method of storage which provides
further flexibility is obtained by placing short rows
of pallets along the sides of a large bay as shown
by figure 2-34, part C. Stringers for these pallets
are perpendicular to the predominant direction of
storage; this is known as “side-to-back” storage. An
imaginary une is drawn, and small lots are placed. .,. ~orn @is” ”line out. to the .ai:lei. By using all aisles
as faces of stacks, space has been provided for small
lots without increasing the number of aisles and
without sacrificing accessibility.

(6) The off-center division shows how further
variety in row sizes can be provided (fig. 2-34, pa~
D). The back-to-back line is set off-center, provid-
ing one very large bay and one of intermediate
depth. Such a layout is desirable only when there
is assurance that a substantial number of items will
be held in quantities of two carloads or more. The
depth of side-to-back bays varies from one to four
pallets to provide a variety of short rows. Pallet
racks placed side-to-back in bays permit fuller space

------ utilization. Figure 2-34, parts A, B, C, and D, are
not intended to present a standard layout for any
class of materials, but only to point out what can
be done with a fixed space and various aisle ar-
rangements to provide maximum flexibility for
storage operations.

b. Basic bin, she~, and rack layout criteria. The
amount of space assigned to a specific item within
a bin section is governed by the factors shown in
paragraph 2-302. However, the size or weight of
an item is not necessarily related to its popularity.
Fast moving binnable items, whether large or
small, must be assigned space adequate to minimize
replenishment frequency, time, and effort. There
are many factors favoring issues from bin locations
and the repetitive issue of small quantities of bin-
nable-type  items from bulk storage can rarely be
justiiled. Proper use of bins will minimize the in-
ventory and security problems found where there
are broken cases of binnable-t  ype items in bulk stor-
age locations. Fast moving items should be kept in
the center levels to facilitate issue and the heavy
items should be placed in the lower levels. Light-
weight items should be placed on the upper levels.
Bin shelving arrangements are developed on the
plan sheet (fig. 2-35).

DOT) 4145.19-R-1

(1) The utilization of 75 percent of space within
bin and shelf openings, determined on the stock
level to be zarried, will be considered adequate.
Losses in cube beyond this figure indicate the need
for readjusting size of bin or shelf opening.

(2) Double decking of bins and shelving, if prac-
ticable, will result in better utilization of storage
space. However, other factors involving economy
of operation should be considered and when in-
creased operating costs offset the savings, bins and
shelving should not be double decked. When mez-
zanine platforms are used, they should have open
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type metal floors which will not obstruct the effec-
tive use of sprinkler systems.

(3) A determination of storage aid require-
ments should be made prior to actual development
of stock layout planographs. Appropriate adjust-
ment of these requirements should be accomplished
at any time it is ‘kound that increased space utili-
zation can be achieved. Typical storage aids are
bins, shelving, shelf boxes, and various types of
racks. For illustrations of standard bin sizes and
proper bin alignment see figures 2-36,247, 2-38,

., ~. .~d :2+9. ,TyPical rack. desiggs are illustrated in
.  ilgmeg”u~ ~d “Ml.

(a) Shelf boxes can provide a flexible ar-
rangement for efficient use of shelf space. The shelf
boxes provide retainer walls on four sides of the
material being stored thereby eliminating stock
sloping which wastes usable cube space. SheIf boxes
can also be “double stacked” on a bin shelf to facil-
itate use of cubic space. When relocation of the item
is required, it can be accomplished by moving the
shelf box with contents. The result is reduced han-
dling of loose stock. Basic types of shelf boxes are:

15 September

1. Small, one compartment.
2. Small, two compartments.
3. Large, metal, one compartment.
4. .Large, corrugated.

1979

A complete study of shelf boxes has been made to
determine the sizes which provide the greatest flex-
ibility. The standard small one and two compart-
ment shelf boxes are 41/2 inches high, 5% inches
wide and 1 foot 5 inches deep as shown by figure
2-36; the standard large one compartment steel
shelf box is 10%’8  high, 111/4 inches wide and 17%
inches deep as shown by figure 2-37; the standard
large corrugated shelf box is 8 inches high, 10 inches
wide, and 16 inches deep and shown by figure 2-
38. The shelf space sizes 1 through 6 indicate the
number of standard boxes required to house the
items; size 3X indicates 1 complete shelf without
boxes; size 6X indicates 2 complete shelves without
boxes (fig. 2-39). Smaller items are stored in small
one or two compartment shelf boxes which fit 12
to the shelf.

(b) All single pallet lots should be stored in
metal pallet racks whenever practicable. In build-

@ ?louDmm  ~.m&gy&a%auJL

ml! ‘:: /i$iiF!-!l
@-naDen: wcrL.9114nnalsM, vow

muwlco  mm ● lwrs ao -
mloor-wlto~
mm cane Sm”masrlwr

Figure 2~6. Shelf box, small, one and two compartments.
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SIDE VIEW

steel ------------ # 18 ga.

SfGTlm TMRU
UsEL HOMER

—7s#-8

— 10 w-—--+
FRONT Vmw

Construction--- StwA # 18 ga. spot welded, all lape forming box shall be l“.
Handle _____ Steel No. 20 to be spot weldd to front ( 11?4” x 79$”) end of shelf box.
Label Holder---- Steel No. 20 to be spot welded on front end of box to accommodate card 4%” wide by

l%” high.

Figure 2-97.  Large metal shelf box.
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FLAPS FoLD INSIDE OF Box

T
10”

FRONT VIEW

— - - - - - - - - i

IT
I

8“

/

\ 1
SIDE VIEW

NOTES

SPECIFICATIONS: SHELF BOX , LARGE CORRLJGATEO IS MADE UP FROM
A REGULAR SLOTTEO  FIBRE90ARD SOX

APPLICATION: THIS TYPE SMELF Box IS USEO FOR LIGNT WEIGHT
MATERIALS. WHERE POSSleL& BULK STOCKS WOULD
BE PACKEO IN THIS BOX TO FACILITATE OULX TO DIN
TRANSFERS. TIIIE FLAPS SHOULO BE TURNEO IN WNEN
USED AS A SHELF BOX TO MAINTAIN SALVAGE VALUE.

Figure %?8. Large corrugated fiberboard box.
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NOTE

THE SHELF BOX ARRANGEMEN~ SHOWN ABOVE ARE EX-
AMPLES OF ONLY SOME OF THE LAYOUTS THAT CAN BE
USED. THE NUMBER OF SMALL OR LARGE BOXES OR
WHOLE SHELVES TO SE USED DEPENDS UPON THE PHYSl-
CAL CHARACTERISTICS AND VOLUME OF BIN STOCKS TO BE
STORED.

THE MAIN PRINCIPLES TO BE FOLLOWED ARE:

1. USE SHELF BOXES EXTENSIVELY FOR EASE OF lN-
VENTORY AND STOCK RELOCATI ON.

2. SMALL LOTS IN THE CENTER SO THAT THE MAJORITY
OF ITEMS ARE IN CHEST HIGH POSITION FOR EASY
PICKING.

3. HEAVY, LARGE ITEMS TOWARD THE BOTTOM WITH
MOST INACTIVE ON LOWEST SHELVES.

4. LIGHT, LARGE ITEMS TbWARD THE TOP WITH MOST
INACTIVE ON HIGHEST $HELvEs.

Figure 2-.?9. Typical bin shelf box arrangeme~zt.
2-33
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1.. Structural design ond fabrica- +
tion of racks shall be in accordance with $
the Standard Practice Code of the Amer-
ican Institute of St&l Construction or
the American Iron and Steel Institute
according to the Light Gauge Steel
Manual.

2. Racks ore designed for
assembly either back to back or side
to side.

3. Shelves to he adjustable on
equal modules 1, 2, 3, ar 4 inch accep
able.

4. Beltless feature ond safety
shelf Iokks  shall not interfere with
placement or withdrawal of pallets
stored in the racks.

L —

‘Maximum permissible considering
ceiling height, reach capability
of materials handling equipment,
and floor load copacity.

Figure 2-41. Metal pallet rack for storage ~f small lot items (bolt.less adjustable type).
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ings with stacking overhead of 10 feet or less, a
one-platform, two-level rack sirnila rtotheillustra-
tion in figure 240 should be used. In buildings with
stacking overhead in excess of 10 feet, the number
of levels will be determined by the available stack-
ing height, the reach capability of materials han-
dling equipmen{and  floor load capacity. Normally,
4 feet should be allowed for each level opening. A
building with a 20-foot maximum stacking height,
could therefore accommodate five stacking levels
or a four-platform pallet rack.
,., ,,,,. . I. Multiplatforrn  pallet racks are illus-

tratedinfi~re 2-41. “The conversion to metal pallet
racks at installations” not so equipped is a highly
desirable goal if maximum space utilization and
most effective use of resources are to be achieved.

2. Racks for military use have been stand-
ardized for use with either one (single opening) or
two (double opening) 40 by 48-inch pallet loads of
material per level. Single opening racks have plat-
forms approximately 54-inches wide and hold one
40 by 48-inch pallet per level. Cost per pallet open-
ing is higher in a single opening rack and this type
should only be used when space limitations preclude
use of the double opening size. Double opening
racks have platforms approximately 108 inches
wide and hold two 40 by 48-inch pallets per level.
Since the difference in cost between a 54 and a 108-
inch platform is relatively small, and an upright
column has been eliminated, the cost per pallet
stored is smaller in a double opening rack than in
a single opening rack.

8. Cantilever racks provide excellent stor-
age aids for long narrow items (see chap. IV, sec
2).

4. Use of racks for storage of tires is ex-
plained in chapter V, section 6 of this regulation.

c. Open storage layout criteria. The efficient uti-
lization of open storage space can be accomplished
by proper planning and space layout. There are
many types of open storage space and to utilize each
in the most effective manner requires judicious
planning and a thorough knowledge of materials
handling by storage personnel. Considerable thought
must be given to the types of equipment to be used
in each stofige area to assure that adequate op
erational or working areas are provided in the lay-
out of various types of space.

(1) Determinant of open storage layout. The
layout of open storage areas is determined, to a

great extent, by the location and layout of the ex-
isting track and road facilities that serve the area.

(2) Objectives of open storage layout. The ob-
jectives of open storage layouts are

(a) Efficient utilization of each type of stor-
age space.

(b) Straight line flow of stock from unloading
point to storage.

(c) Maximum utilization of existing track and
road facilities.

(d) Ready access to each storage area or
stock item.

(3) Cube utilization in open storage maybe in-
creased materially by the utilization of storage aids.
It is impossible to designate a maximum or mini-
mum acceptable storage height for all open stored
materials; however, cubic space should be utilized
as efficiently in open storage areas as is practicable
commensurate with good storage practices. The
same general principles used in stacking supplies
under cover apply to most items that can be stored
in the open. The efficient utilization of open storage
cubic space is just as important as the utilization
of covered storage space.

(4) Storage adjacent to double tracks should be
reserved for storage of extremely heavy stock. This
is the ideal layout for heavy lifts as it permits the
car to be spotted on the more distant track and the
crane to operate between the car and the storage
point. In this arrangement, the distance from the
crane to the material in the car or its intended stor-
age point is at a minimum. This permits maximum
utilization of crane lift capacity. Usually, double-
track storage areas are at a premium, therefore,
where possible the area on both sides of a double-
track should be used for storage of heavy materials.
However, to facilitate the use of the storage area
behind this heavy material it is necessary to provide
20-foot aisles at 100-foot intervals leading i%om the
track to the inner storage areas.

(5) With a locomotive crane, stores can be
stacked on a line 8 feet from the nearest rail of the
track. This will permit the crane to make the swing
required to move material from the car to the stack
without danger of the counterbalance or cab of the
crane colliding with the materials stored on either
side of the tracks.

(6) where crawler, truck mounted, or wwe-
house type cranes are used, it is necessary to main-
tain along one side of the track an operational aisle
25 feet in width, measured from the rail nearest to

. . .: .;.. . . .
.:’.,.  . . . .. .. .~?+:.wi  ,.

.: JY... ,,:..
. . .

—..
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the storage area. This aisle provides the necessary
clearance between the car and stock for efficient

~y.. - .:.,,: crane operations. Also, this aisle is necessary to
. . . . . permit the loading or unloading of cars by fork truck

and the transportation of stock by crane, fork truck,
or tractor-trailer train from car side to the storage
areas not immediately adjacent to the track.

(7) Because of track and road layout or terrain,
each hard-surfaced open storage area presents var-
ied problems in space layout. For this reason, layout
plans must be flexible in order to utilize a higher

DOD 4145.l%R-1

percentage of the net ‘usable storage space in each
area. Some example open storage layouts are shown
in figures 242 and 243.

2-304. Utilization of Floor Plan in Stock Layout

a. Basic use. Using the floor plans, enter the
location of aisles, shipping, receiving, bin, bulk,
medium lot, pallet rack, and storage operational
areas. After the location of the basic storage and
operational areas are determined, the direction of
flow and storage must be established and entered

f

T R A C K  N O .  2— -

— —  — T R A C K  NO- 3a

E
—— u)

u)
0
a
0

——

Figure 2-42.  Example layout fm open storage area.
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sizes, characteristics, and the demand frequency
shown in current reports, historical data, and fore-

.. . .,. 7.=,.... . . . casts (sec. 2). Quantities of bin sections and the
various types of racks required will then be deter-
mined. The amount and location of the space as-
signed for t$ese storage aids will be in consonance
with the principles discussed in preceding portions
of this section. A preliminary layout will be drawn
on the floor plan and submitted to a comprehensive
check as to the probable validity of the data used
and to review the calculations which were made,.

.‘ :&m t~e ‘da@. ‘. It. & essential that any revision of
a layout ‘be accomplished in the” planning stage
rather than after storage aids have been erected
and material stored. The principles of efficient stor-
age layout, as illustrated by figure 2-44, require
the minimum number and width of aisles, the max-
imum degree of straight flow movement patterns,
the approximate positioning of bin and rack storage
areas, storage support fimction areas, and the rnain-
taance of flexibility in storage depth. The storage
operation illustrated by figure 244 is small in size,
but the principles shown apply to any storage op-
eration regardless of square feet occupied, the
range and depth of items stored, or the simplicity

. . . . . . . . .-— or sophistication of the materials handling equip. - - , ment used. Figure 2-45 illustrates placement of
bins for a warehouse automated materials handling
system. In such a system, popular items are placed
in bins nearest the material flow lines (conveyors,

DOD 4145.19-R-1

etc.). Storage layouts must be planned to consoli-
date productive fimctions  into a centralized location
to the greatest feasible extent. Such planning will
result in a layout which reduces travel time and
distances. This, in turn, decreases the requirements
for materials handling equipment, increases work
unit production per manhour, lessens personnel fa-
tigue and error rate, provides for closer supervision
and greater security, and permits flexibility in use
of the work force.

c. Flexibility. Changes in the types of the ma-
terials handled or the average quantities in stock
will require periodic changes of layout. The storage
officer must be aware of the need for changes and
when such changes occur, alter a layout if a change
will increase operational efficiency. Also, consoli-
dation of the material in severaI partially depleted
rows into one location, or removal of residual quan-
tities to small lot or loose issue areas can convert
unusable space into usable space and honeycombing
is reduced.

d. E#ect of stock selection on layouts. Stock se-
lection from bulk storage areas can influence the
effectiveness of layouts. Material must be with-
drawn row by row starting from the aisle and work-
ing back to the wall or imaginary line, and never
across the whole front of the stacks. Withdrawals
across the front of the stacks merely widen the aisle
and do not create additional space for the storage
of new commodities. This incorrect method of stock

M A I N AISLE

9--’-++-’4!

k“iu!!l.
STACX I14G Of ● TMS FOR 8VLK Subu Lois Am? 10 ● E PLACED
VARICO As Snowm w Awnows on cmo zorws  IIooIcATEo.

Figure .2-u. Example stock  layout.
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Figz(  re 2-45.  Layout c o n t a i n i n g  au at{to~)fated mate n”als hm!dli?)g SLJSffWI.

withdrawal is a common cause of “honeycombing” loss between stacks may be due to excessive over-
in storage areas (fig. 2-46). Honeycombing also in- hang, resulting from poor palletization  of the stock
eludes void spaces within the arrangement of ma- item.
terials on pallets, which results in space loss. Space
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Figure 2–46. Honeycombing dt(e to improper m“thdmwal  of stock.

Section 4. SPACE CONTROL AND REPORTING
Paragmph

Space control techniques -------------------------------------------------------- =01
Space reporting illustrated ------------------------------------------------------ 2-402
DOD storage space reporting requirement

2-401. Space Control Techniques—..-—y-
a. Scope and purpose. Effective control of space

begins with the operating supervisor and extends
through the storage manager, the activity or in-
stallation commander, the major command head-
quarters, and to higher department or agency levels
of command. This section provides certain uniform
techniques to be used for proper space control. Stor-
age plans for installations and activities storing am-
munition will be developed as prescribed by the
responsible military service.

b. Space allocation map. A map of the installation
reflecting the current status of the total area allo-
cated for storage operations and the location or
other related activities will be maintained by the
storage manager. This map will show the type of
space, specflc functional use, e.g. receiving, ship-
ping, bulk storage, loose issue storage, office space,
etc. When applicable, broad material groupings
may be added to identify storage of repair parts,
end items, ammunition, etc. Identification of these
areas may be accomplished by the use of color cod-
ing. An overlay may be used to facilitate updating
the map.

c. Floor plan or planograph. The base for de-
signing local space control techniques for storage

------------------------------------ %403

areas is the floor plan or pl~no~aph.  Floor plans
for general supply storage areas are discussed and
illustrated in section 3 of this chapter. Detailed
planographs depicting specific storage layouts are
generally developed from these floor plans. De-
tailed planographs  for general supply storage areas
are discussed and illustrated in chapter I H, section
3, of this regulation.

d. Storage space survey worksheet. Utilizing in-
formation obtained fi-om planographi,  storage space
survey worksheets should be developed for each
general supply warehouse section, shed, open stor-
age area, etc. Figure !A48 is an example survey
worksheet which can be used. These worksheets
are scaled drawings of storage areas and provide
feeder data input for storage space status repofis.
Ammunition storage space data will be maintained
on planographs in the manner prescribed by the
responsible service. The example survey worksheet
shown is not applicable to ammunition.

e. Storage space stutus report.
(1) A storage space status report will be pre-

pared periodically. For control purposes, storage
space status reports may be required monthly, or
quarterly or as often as deemed necessary by the
individual DOD Component. For reporting pur-

2-41
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poses, DOD Components must comply with the fre-
quency requirements of the Storage Space
Management Report (DD Form 805).

(2) Storage space status reports are basically
current records of space utilization and occupancy.
These reports are to be assembled by the storage
administrative activity responsible for space control
and reporting, The information contained therein
will be recapitulated for space reporting to higher
levels.

(3) Internal reports will also include specii3c
“‘ ~~. ‘data ,@@@ing,  to-potential spice improvements.

For general supplies, potential space improvement
data are ident~led during storage space surveys as
potential vacant type “A” (sq. ft.) and type “B” (cu.
tl.). This potential vacant “B” space information is
reported informal space reports as recoupable cubic

space through rewarehousing.  For local manage-
ment purposes, potential vacant space, type “A”
(sq. ft.) warrants consideration when it reaches 5 ‘.:,,;.

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

percent of net square feet occupied in a specific
storage area. These affected areas will be reviewed
by storage managers to direct efforts to reclaim
such space by rewarehousing. Potential vacant
space is discussed and illustrated in more detail in
this section under “Space Reporting Illustrated.”

f. Space recapitulation record. Figure 249 rep-
resents a sample space recapitulation record which
may be used to recap storage space data. Such a
record provides an effective means of consolidating
storage space data by building, area, type of space,
etc., and can be used in conjunction with storage
space status reports.
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2-402. Space Reporting Illustrated

The following illustrations provide pictorial guidance in understandable terms for use by personnel involved>:::. . ..!...  ... .. ...>..>.. in space reporting.. . . . . ..,...>..,.  ,

STORAGE AND NON= STORAGE

.,..

/, , mE

N%!r-

THIS IS A
MAJOR SUPPLY
INSTALLATION.

Not all of the area in a supply installation is storage area. Not all of its buidings are storage buildings. Some of its
open area is not storage area. But certain parts of the installation, either by nature or by use, constitute storage area.
Their dimensionhside  by side and end to end—make up GROSS STORAGE AREA, expressed in square feet. Added
~1 together. this footage is GROSS SPACE FOR STORAGE OPERATIONS. This is the only area of the installation
you report as STORAGE SPACE.

-- L
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MEASURING WAREHOUSE SPACE

, USE INSIDE DIMENSIONS

“’””L ~~
T

... .,.. ... .’ 1.,. ---” - -  —---— - l--+
LENGTH X WIDTH = I

(MOSS STORAGE AREA

L
I OMIT PLATFORM

15 September 1979

You measure all these structures by tak-
ing inside dimensions. The width in feet
is multiplied by the length in feet and the
result is the square-foot area, or TOTAL
GROSS STORAGE AREA. This is less
than the outside dimensions by the thick-
ness of the walls. You don’t pay any at-
tention to inside fire walls, passageways,
ramps, stair wells, or such matters. How-
ever—

YOU HAVE A =2=
BUILDING LIKE THIS

in which there is a cutback in the walls
you measure the cutback and exclude it
from TOT AL GROSS STORAGE

I

.

J!-
on

x

IL

I

bOR LIKE THIS
in which there is a tower for offices, or any
portion not designed for storage (though
in a storage building) you exclude it from
TOTAL GROSS STORAGE AREA.
However, if this tower had been designed
for storage and later converted to storage
offices, you would include it in TOTAL
GROSS STORAGE AREA. Even if it
wasmot designed for storage but is used
for that purpose you report it during the
period of use.

2-46
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MEASURING “OPEN” AREAS

w

xUTY

THIS IS OPEN STORAGE

Open storage may be either improved or
unimproved (occupied or unoccupied), or
OTHER (occupied only ). Improved is in-
cluded in making up your figure for TOTAL
GROSS STORAGE AREA. However, in the
case of unimproved open areas, only that space
actually occupied by stored material or used
in support of storage operations will be
reported.

Measure open area in much the same way as
you measure covered area. But take outside
dimensions. Take the length in feet and the
width in feet, and multiply the two together.

This will give you gross area expressed in square
feet. If, however, the area is irregular in
shape, you may have to make additions or de-
ductions to arrive at a correct figure. But
make no deductions for tracks or roadways run-
ning through the area.

Bear in mind that open storage does NOT
include sand lots, depot parking space, ma-
neuvering space bet ween warehouse, etc.-even
though some have prepared surfaces. However,
if such space is actually occupied by material it
will be reportid as storage space for the period
actually occupied.

247
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THIS IS HOW YOU FIGURE SPACE
.. . .. . . ., . ..” . . . . .

WHAT IS GROSS ,SPACE FOR STORAGE OPERATIONS?

i

STEP 1

... .’,,-.  ., ’ . .  .,.

. . . . . . . . :...”.

STEP 2

GROSS STORAGE SPACE IS CALCULATED BY

MEASURING LENGTH X WIDTH (SQ FT) OF BulLD-

INGS , OR AREAS DESIGNATED AS STORAGE AREAS

(AS SHOWN IN PREVIOUS ILLUSTRATIONS).

UTILIZING DATA (SQ FT) CALCULATED, YOU

MUST THEN SUBTRACT GROSS STORAGE SPACE

NOT USED FOR STOfWGE  OPERATIONS, SUCH AS:

JNUSABLE
SPACE

STANDBY

I SPACE

OUT-
3RANTED
SPACE

TO
NON-DOD
AND DOD

USERS

GROSS _~. .. . .
SPACE

FOR
STORAGE

OPERATIONS

EXPLANATION OF TERMS:

UNUSABLE SPACE-- 1S SPACE SO DETERIORATED THAT IT FAILS TO

PROVIDE A SUFFICIENTLY PROTECTIVE ENVIRON-

MENT FOR STORAGE, OR SPACE THAT IS UNSAFE

FOR ANY STORAGE PURPOSE, UNDERGOING REPAIR,

OR SPACE UNWARRANTED FOR STORAGE BECAUSE

OF ITS LOCATION, SECURITY RISK, OR ITS OCCU-

PANCY WOULD BE IN VIOLATION OF LOCAL SAFETY

ORDINANCES.
248
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GROSS SPACE FOR STORAGE OPERATIONS-CONTINUED

STANDBY SPACE ------------ GROSS SPACE PLACED IN STANDBY.,
STATUS.‘-’.. . . . . .

OUTGRANTED SPACE ------ IS GROSS SPACE LEASED, LICENSED
1 OR PERMITTED TO PRIVATE OR NON-

DOD GOVERNMENT AGENCIES FOR
THEIR OPERATION AND/OR GROSS
SPACE LICENSED OR PERMITTED TO
OTHER DOD COMPONENTS FOR THEIR
OPERATION.

‘..

-— .._-. . . . .

2-49
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ANSWER:
i

15 September 1979

WHAT IS NET STORAGE SPACE?
. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .

-=2.., . .

NET STORAGE spAcE Is GROSS spAcE FOR STORAGE OPERATIONS

MINUS GROSS SPACE USED FOR AISLES, STRUCTURAL LOSS

AND SUPPORT SPACE . (REMEMBER--WE ARE STILL USING

SQUARE FEET CALCULATIONS . )

1AISLES

EXPLANATION OF TERMS:

ElSTRUCT- _
URAL
LOSS

SUPPORT
SPACE

NET
STORAGE
SPACE

AISLES-- GROSS SPACE USED IN STORAGE TO PROVIDE

FIRE AISLES; PERSONNEL ACCESS AISLES; MAIN

AISLES; AND CROSS AISLES .

STRUCTURAL
LOSS-- IN COVERED STORAGE STRUCTURAL LOSS IS GROSS

SPACE THAT IS NOT USABLE FOR STORAGE BECAUSE

OF OBSTRUCTIONS CAUSED BY PHYSICAL CHARAC-

TERISTICS SUCH AS POSTS, PILLARS, RAMPS, DOOR

CLEARANCES, FIRE WALLS AND SPACE LOST BY

INSTALLED EQUIPMENT SUCH AS SWITCH PANELS,

DEHUMIDIFICATION EQUIPMENT, ETC. IN OPEN

2-50
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NET STORAGE SPACE-CONTINUED “

STRUCTURAL LOSS
(CONT’D) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I

SUPPORT SPACE -------------

,.

DOD 4145.19-R-1

OR OUTSIDE STORAGE STRUCTURAL
LOSS INCLUDES SPACE TAKEN UP BY
RAILROAD TRACKS, FIRE BREAKS,
AND CLEARANCES FOR UTILITY
LINES, ETC. AISLES ARE NOT IN-
CLUDED.

GROSS SPACE USED IN SUPPORT OF
STORAGE OPERATIONS INCLUDES
STORAGE SPACE USED FOR:

RECEIVING
SHIPPING
PRESERVATION AND PACKAGING
INSPECTION AND IDENTIFICATION
PACKING
BOX SHOP
ASSEMBLY
OFFICES
OTHER -_--.-SUCH AS PARKING

OR STORAGE
AREAS FOR MHE
(AISLES NOT IIU-
CLUDED)

BATI’ERY CHARG-
ING STATIONS

EMPLOYEE REST
ROOMS

TOOL ROOMS
LOCKER ROOMS
TIME CLOCK

AREAS
SMOKING AREAS

But remember IT MUST BE STORAGE SPACE THAT IS BEING USED
FOR ANY OF THE ABOVE.

.

,-, .
,-:.
L

—...
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NOW! LET’S SUMMARIZE WHAT WE HAVE COVERED SO FAR . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . ..:.

UNUSABLE
SPACE

STANDBY
SPACE

OUTGRANTED
SPACE

AISLE I
SPACE

STRUCTURAL I
LOSS

SPACE
SUPPORT

SPACE

GROSS
SPACE

FOR
STORAGE

OPERATIONS

ElNET
STORAGE

SPACE

NOTE

UP TO THIS POINT WE ARE STILL DISCUSSING SPACE BY SQUARE FEET——
.

MEASUREMENTS . NOW WE ARE READY TO EXPIAIN HOW NET STORAGE

SPACE IS REPORTED IN TERMS OF SQUARE FEET AND CUBIC FEET.——

2-52
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HOW DO WE REPORT NET STORAGE SPACE?

NET STOFU4GE SPACE IS REPORTED TO HIGHER HEADQUARTERS BY BOTH

SQUARE FEET AND CUBIC FEET MEASUREMENTS . FIRST WE MUST DETERMINE——

‘ OLJR:CAPAClti  OF NET STORAGG SPACE, THEN WE CALCUIATE OCCUPANCY

AND VACANT SPACE . LET’S LOOK AT CAPACITY FIRST:

CAPACITY OF NET STORAGE SPACE IS DETERMINED BY:

1. DETERMINING NET STORAGE SPACE (SQ FT)
(WHICH HAS ALREADY BEEN ACHIEVED IN PREVIOUS ILLUSTRATIONS)

o-GROSS
SPACE FOR.v.-
STORACE

OPERATIONS

AISLES
STRUCTURAL

LOSS ~
SUPPORT

SPACE

I
NET

STORAGE
SPACE

2. DETERMINING TOTAL NET CUBIC FEET AND ATTAINABLE CUBIC FEET:

NET
STORAGE

SPACE

I I

NET
STORAGE

SPACE

K
I

I UNOBSTRUCTED
STORAGE Ira

x ATTAINABLE
STORAGE
HEIGHT (S)
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LET’S CLARIFY TOTAL CUBIC FEET AND ATTAINABLE CUBIC FEET
CAPACITIES: . . . .

ZN COVERED STORAGE . . .
. . .

TOTAL CUBIC FEET—IS THE PRODUCT OF NET STORAGE SPACE
(SQ FT) MULTIPLIED BY THE UNOBSTRUCTED STACKING HEIGHT(S)
PERMITTED BY SAFETY REGULATIONS/RESTRICTIONS IN A PAR-
TICULAR STORAGE AREA, BAY OR SECTION OF A COVERED FA-
CILITY
ATTAINABLE CUBIC FEET—IS THE PRODUCT OF NET STORAGE
SPACE (SQ FT) MULTIPLIED BY THE STACKING HEIGHT(S) PER-

. . . . . . . . . . . ~I~ED BY SAFETY REGULATIONS/RESTRICTIONS AND FLOOR.. ”.”. LOAD LIMITATIONS WZTH AVAZLABLE MHE STORAGE AIDS.
THEREFORE, ATTAINABLE CUBIC FEET REPRESENTS THE CU-
BIC SPACE USABLE OR AVAILABLE FOR STORAGE WITH EXIST-
ING RESOURCES.

BIN CUBIC
CAPACITY .-.-----------

RACK CUBIC
CAPACITY ------_--.--_-

1S THE PRODUCT OF OUTSIDE DIMEN-
SION%LENGTH,  WIDTH, AND HEIGHT
(L x W x H), UNUSED CUBIC SPACE
ABOVE THE BINS WILL NOT BE IN-
CLUDED AS ATTAINABLE SPACE.

IS THE PRODUCT OF THE RACKS’ OUT-
SIDE DIMENSIONS (L x W x H). CUBIC
SPACE ABOVE THE RACKS WILL BE IN-
CLUDED TO THE EXTENT THAT USE
OF SUCH SPACE IS PERMITTED BY
SAFETY LIMITATIONS

f\‘-,
,,, -’
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EXAMPLES OF DETERMINING CUBIC SPACE CAPACITY IN COVERED STORAGE:

I

OBSTRUCTIONS UNOBSTRUCTED
JOISTS, TRUSSES, STACKING HEIGHTS
SPRINKLER HEADS
OR LIGHTS

( T O T A L  cu FTl

,..
. . . . . .. . . . . . .

SAFETY A
CLEARANCE 16**

7

‘m

-!4 --l
.—— ——. . ~16” S A F E T Y  C L E A R A N C E

H. — —  —  __—’ —.
T

I ---’1
-m

K
w
>

SAFETV L

CLEAR ANCE”l*”

o N o T E :  A T T A I N A B L E  C U B I C  S P A C E
WILL SE V A R I A B L E  A N D  D E P E N D
U P O N  BLll LDING/sAFETV  RESTRIC -
T IONS  ANO STACKING CAPABIL ITY
O F  MHE.

#*

BULK STORAGE

.

——. ———

/
A T T A I N A B L E  H E I G H T
R A C K  S T O R A G E  IS
H E I G H T  U S A B L E
A B O V E  S T O R A G E  A I D

I

4

+ II II II

W/AVAiiABLE
R E S O U R C E S .
( A T T A I N A B L E
CU FT)

W----- r----~ r----~
SUPPLIES1  SUPPLIES1  SUPPLIES I— . - - - - -

RACK
Ill

BIN

ZA5

i “
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,., :.”

HERE’S HOW TO COMPUTE CUBIC SPACE CAPACITIES IN OPEN STORAGE--
. . . . . . . .

. . . .

IMPR(JVED OPEN STORAGE . . .

TOTAL CUBIC CAPACITY--WI LL GENERALLY BE COMPUTED BY USING AN

AVERAGE STACKING HEIGHT OF 10 FEET MULTIPLIED BY NET STORAGE
,.

SPACE (SQ FT) . WHERE LOCAL CONDITIONS AND ACTUAL COMMODITY

CHARACTERISTICS DICTATE A SPECIFIC STACKING HEIGHT, THE UTTER

WILL APPLY.

ATTAINABLE CUBIC CAPACl~--WiLL BE COMPUTED BY USING THE SAME

CRITERIA EXPIJMNED ABOVE.

NET
IMPROVED

OPEN
STORAGE

SPACE
x

AVERAGE
STACKING

HEIGHT
l O F T O R

LOTHER

~

~ T OT A L
AND

+ATTAINABLE
CAPACITIES

UNIMPROVED OPEN STORAGE . . .

IN UNIMPROVED OPEN STORAGE ONLY REPORT CUBIC SPACE ACTUALLY

OCCUPIED BY MULTIPLYING SQUARE FEET OCCUPIED BY A REPRESENTATIVE

(SAMPLE) STACKING HEIGHT .

UNIMPROVED
OCCUPIED
SQUARE
FEET

I
2-56
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IGLOO AND MAGAZINE SPACE
THE BASIC INSTRUCTIONS CONTAINED HEREIN FOR COVERED
STORAGE APPLY ALSO FOR REPORTING AMMUNITION CUBIC
STORAGE SPACE CAPACITIES WITH REGARD TO:

TOTAL CUBIC FEET .-. NET STORAGE X UNOBSTRUCTED
/. STACKING HEIGHT(S).

AND
ATTAINABLE CUBIC

FEET ----.---------------  NET STORAGE x ATTAINABLE STACK-
ING HEIGHT(S).

T H E S E  G U I D E L I N E S  M A YBE A U G M E N T E D  B Y  S P E C I A L  D O D  coM-
PONENT INSTRUCTIONS ESTABLISHING UNIFORM UZVOB-
STRUCTED  OR ATTAINABLE HEIGHTS IN SPECIFIC FACILITIES
(IGLOOS AND MAGAZINES). WHEN SUCH SPECIFIC HEIGHTS ARE
ESTABLISHED AND FURNISHED, REPORTING ACTIVITIES WILL
COMPUTE CUBIC SPACE CAPACITIES ACCORDINGLY.

. . . . .
,ff~
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DETERMINING OCCUPIED AND VACANT NET STORAGE SPACE-- . . . . . . ..,:7. . . . . . . . . >.. . . . .

SPACE 1~ ,EITHER OCCUPIED (3R VACANT. ALSO, OCCUPIED SPACE CAN

BE UTILIZED IMPROPERLY AND BE CLASSIFIED AS POTENTIAL VACANT

SPACE . FOR REPORTING PURPOSES, LET’S FIRST DISCUSS THE h4ETHODS
,, . . ...”.. . . . . . . . .

. . . OF” REP~RT1’NG “oCcupl  ED spAcE; TH EN WE WI LL I LLUSTRATE EXAMPLES

OF OCCUPIED, VACANT AND POTENTIALLY VACANT SPACE:

OCCUPIED
SQUARE
FEET

(LX W)

(Lx WXH)

THE AMOUNT OF SQUARE FEET OCCUPIED BY BINS,

RACKS, AND MATERIAL IN COVERED AND OPEN

BULK STORAGE AREAS . BIN AND RACK SPACE IS

CONSIDERED OCCUPIED WHETHER OR NOT MATERIAL
*%?%

IS STORED THEREIN (L X W) .

THE PRODUCT OF NET SQUARE FEET BY ACTUAL

- STORAGE HEIGHTS OR HEIGHTS DETERMINED BY9

STATISTICAL SAMPLING, WHEN APPLICABLE:

BIN AND RACK OCCUPANCY WILL BE COMPUTED

BY DETERMINING WHAT PORTION OF TOTAL

ATTAINABLE SPACE IS VACANT THROUGH STA-

TISTICAL SAMPLING OR RECORDS OF AVAIIJ4BLE

AND OCCUPIED OPENINGS. THEN: TOTAL

ATTAINABLE CUBIC FEET MINUS VACANT CUBIC

FEET EQUALS OCCUPIED BIN AND RACK SPACE.



. .,,. .:
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DETERMINING OCCUPIED AND VACANT NET STORAGE SPACE–
CONTINUED

BULK OCCUPANCY IN COVERED STORAGE WILL BE BASED UPON
PERIODIC SURVEYS OF BULK LOCATIONS TO DETERMINE REPRE-
SENTATIVE BULK STACKING HEIGHTS FOR EACH STORAGE FACIL-
ITY.

IMPROVED OPEN OCCUPANCY IS BASED UPON NET SQUARE FEET
OCCUPIED MULTIPLIED BY AN AVERAGE STACKING HEIGHT OF 10
FEET (OR OTHER SPECIFIC HEIGHT IF DETERMINED).. . . . . . . . . ...”

.“:. .

UNIMPROVED OPEN OCCUPANCY WILL BE BASED ONLY UPON OC-
CUPIED SQUARE FEET TIMES AN AVERAGE STACKING HEIGHT.

● OCCUPIED VS VACANT

Space is Three-Dimensional
AND THIS

..-__ SPACE IS

~.—ree- - -  - - -  =.-

L?*’,.. :
h

., .  .  ...---.+-.
_ -.-y,- *W

k
-. --,- - - - - - -

h -. .. ..- ----
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Our next item is OCCUPIED NET STORAGE
SPACE. To get this figure you could of course
measure the space actually occupied. That’s doing
it the hard way because in most cases your occupied
space is greater than your vacant space. It’s simpler
and more accurate to compute the total vacant space

USABLE BUT NOT USED

15 September 1979

and subtract that figure from NET STORAGE
SPACE. ACTUAL VACANT is not much of a prob-
lem. You just measure the floor space that is not ==--
occupied by supplies. You include space occupied
by empty pallets and dunnage, you do not include
short spaces in front of stacks or broken spaces.

THESE ARE THE PRINCIPAL TYPES OF OCCUPIED SPACE THAT
ARE REVIEWED AND REPORTED AS:

POTENTIAL VACANT SPACE.. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
,. . .

QTYPE ‘

SHORT SPACES AND BROKEN
SPACES ( “HONEYCOMBING”) !4==.

~ h -=-’<!

TYPE A POTENTIAL VACANT includes ALL spaces in front of stacks which cannot be used for the
storage of supplies other than identical sizes, lots, etc. It is a type of space loss which can frequently  be ‘

overcome by setting aside shallow spaces along aisles for smaIl lots.
This space is captured during the space surveys and reported as space recoupable through rewmehousing.  ‘“—

-

(3TYPE :

LOW STACKING (failure to
stock to full permissabie height)

The test for TYPE B is simple. Just ask yourself, Has stock been stacked to maximum permissible height,
considering the floor load, height of roof rafters and ceiling joists, commodity characteristics, and strength
of package? If not, correct the condition mentally-in other words, do a job of mental rewarehousing-and
enter the space thus uncovered (mentally reclaimed) as potential vacant.

●

AVOID CONFUt310iV

These are not POTENTIAL VACANT:
. Spsce mupied by empty pallets or racks

( =ACTUAL VACANT) .
● LOW  stacking caused by limitations of floor load,

height of roof raftera and celltng joists, com-
modity characteristics, and strength of package
( =1OO9’C OCCUPIED ) .

2-60
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.:. .,, ,,:

..> . .

These are cases of

Potential Vacant, Type A
I

We begin with short spaces or broken spaces caused by poor warehousing. In the two examples
on this page supplies have been stacked in such a way as to create unusable areas-unusable, that is,
except for the identical item or lot number. Such space is POTENTIAL VACANT (TYPE A).

By stacking forward from
wall to aisle three cases deep

PI

(instead of across the space);
9: 30 percent of this space cordd

● ‘. m i
@ reclaimed. Such reclaim-

at able area is to be reportd as
POTENTIAL VACANT,

JI *q .4------

.,

----c- . .
-- . . . . . — :- ~

..-

In this ease euppliee have
been removed across the
front instead of in rows from
aisle to wall. As a result
these supplies oooupy parts
of three rows instead of fill-
ing on~ Report 66% per-
cent of central area as
POTENTIAL VACANT.

m
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● POTENTIAL VACANT

Also Type A- Short Spaces in Front of Stucks

In some instances {his type of 1!,
space loss-short spaces in front ,:,

. .
of stacks-can be avoided. In

““”””’(

?.
some instances the condition may .,
.be more or less unavoidable. In . ’ .

either ‘ca$e the space that might :~ ~A “, . ,

‘be retlairn’ed”’ik  reported “as PO- -...\\ ‘..
TENTIAL VACANT—no matter . ~~1~

what the cause or application.. .

J.
I
‘1

,!
I

. . . . . . . .
. . . . . .

p’-
.:/

,—-.m
I

I
“1 r

1:

- . .

F..7-’ -

. .

Here are items (small-arms ammuni-
tion) which must be stored by lot num-
ber, thus causing short spaces in front
of stacks. POTENTIAL VACANT
results.

Generally speaking, warehousing
practice that leaves short spaces in the
midst of a stack is not good warehous-
ing. But good or bad, avoidable or un-
avoidable, such spaax are reported as
POTENTIAL VACANT. Fifty per-
cent of the center row in the photograph
is occupied; accordingly the rest is PO-
TENTIAL VACANT (TYPE A).
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● POTENTIAL VACANT
. . . . ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ,. :... . . . . . ,:.:...

Next we have Type B-LOW Stacking

-z .

Simple inspection shows
that the lot in the foreground
could k stacked one pallet
higher or, preferably, three
eases high (instead of two)
on each pallet. This means
that 20 to 33 percent of the
space occupied by this lot
should be reported as PO-
T E N T I A L  V A C A N T .

.

.:. .
.- I?. -+. .

‘“ i.. ,

..*.

. . . .

.4
,-,

.-

Ii ( POmmq

“.~ ‘-I By loading the pallets in the fore
.- ground in the same way as the palleta in

=! &e rear, these reels could be stacked
( eight high instead of six; therefore 25

mrcent of the near row is POTEN-
). TYPE
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●  POTENTIAL  VACANT

. . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . ...+. .

Another subject for “Mental

. . . . . . :,..-.,; ~,.

These reels could have been stacked
one pallet higher with a resultant sav-
ing of space amounting to 25 percent
(TYPE B).

Rewarehousing”

As a practical matter it is desirsble to supple- fourth, or 25 percent, of the available height
ment ‘mental rewarehousing” with paper com- is not utilized. This means that 25 percent of
putations. Suppose you have a situation like the floor space occupied by this stack could be
that shown above. As noted in the caption, saved by rewarehousing; hence if the stack oc-
another tier could be stacked above the three cupies 1$00 square feet of floor space, then 25
already in place. percent or MM square feet would be reported

By simple inspection we can see that one- as POTENTIAL VACANT.

. . . .

STORAGE SPACE IS CRITICAL
Use it wisely. Report it accurately,
especially take action to recover
POTENTIAI.  VACANT. This is
“found” spac~ Don’t overlook it.
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.:.

~. . . . . . . . .

. POTENTIAL AND ACTUAL

Mixed and Miscellaneous (CONTINUED)
&&Y?*~.7y.= -~ --,,.,.

J;., ,. ““>.=x>;& .:
‘ .,,..,.%..

~., .:
.,- . . ..

.< ., .&

. *’ i; ‘“’’”i% ,....-.
‘ ““’ J% ‘v”

~
,&.6 J

+. 1’. -

:.

:“.
i .  .  .  .  i..-.a~

. - x.. ,

. ----

---- :-:. - - [ACTUAL )

+...-————= ~- . *
,.

1 ‘1
~wjs’ “- , “ “:, -,,:. “-L.. .- >..: . , - , _ !&bJ=-4nOTmwl

7&’.. ~” , . . . A-1 Jj >-,>.= ...* - ,, .,.” .* VACANT
k. +i&ii!?kL~- -- “ TYPE A

[ . .
‘4.

,A’
~  -  +’4I r’..

Here are two types of POTEN-
TIAL VACANT. They’re easy to
diagnose. Central block exhibits
TYPE B, bemuse full height is not
utilized. The same is true of reels in
background. Foreground obvious-
ly is TYPE A POTENTIAL VA-
CANT, though actual percentage
cannot be determined from the pho-
tograph. As in the photo repro-
duced at the bottom of the P*
p- if back-tdack stacking were
employed herq a half row of AC-
TUAL VACANT space would be
gained.
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Stacking Height Limited

—--  & ,—. ~ . - . . - . ” -  -Y- ‘—- .A

E L
*L (- ’-.:.; ‘;”–>?

. .

~ “
- .

At first glanca this might ap-
pear to exhibit TYPE B PO-
TENTIAL VACANT, b U t
these are coils of robber-ins-
ulated wire which could not be
stacked higher without damage
to the (xxmndty ; hen~ b
definition this spare is 100 per-
cent OCCUPIED.

But this fact does not change the

o100%

OCCUPIED ~
.—

These are batteries stacked to “ {“
the limit of permissible floor
load (second floor, multistory I
warehouse ) ; hence the space
occupied is 100 percent OCCU- !l1 J I
PIED. Frequently, more eco-
nomical stacking of such items 1 ‘ >!,

JLIJ
JJ

can be attained by placing them
on the ground floor whers the
permissible floor load is greater.

I I
II- -

II
111- -

~. .>,.,,,;,.-;

-

status, for reporting purposes,
of a stack already in existence.
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G~lIDE FOR COMPUTING OCCUPIED AND VACANT SPACE

:. :: . . ....-.:.. ., . . . . . . . . . ,. 1. During storage space surveys, estimates and computations will be based upon
.:+..,.. pallet sizes and square feet grids occupied by each, including overhang and space

between pallet tiers. The factors to use for various pallet sizes are as follows:
i a. 32 x 40 = 12 sq ft.

b. 40 X 48” = 16 sq ft.
C. 48 X 60 = 26 sq ft.
d. 48 X 72” = 31 sq ft.
e. Other size pallets will be computed by multiplying the length plus 6 inches

(2 inches on each side for overhang plus 1 inch on each side for space between
tiers) times the width plus 6 inches.

2. To determine whether a partially loaded pallet is to be counted as full or empty,
the standard will be a loaded pallet of a particular item and the following com-
putation will be made:

a. Pallet containing less than 50 percent of an item will be considered as
empty.

b. Pallet having more than 50 percent of an item will be counted as full.

3. Difference between “Actual Vacant Space” and “Potential Vacant Space”:
a. Actual vacant space— Floor area of net storage space which is not occupied

by materials or storage bins. (Do not include potential vacant space as vacant
space. )

b. Potential vacant “A” spac+That portion of occupied net usable space
which is temporarily not used for storage because of space voids in front of stacks
of material (honeycombing) or space voids at the height of stacks which can be
made available by rewarehousing or utilization of maximum heights in stacking.

4. In computing potential vacant space on the floor, the following figures will be
used:

a. Distance less than 6 inches will be disregarded. For example: 5“ = O’;
1’4” = 1’.

b. Distances in excess of 6 inches will be figured as 12 or 1’, i.e., 9“ =
1’; 1’7” = 2’.
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. . . . . .

GUIDE FOR COMPUTING POTENTIAL “B” STORAGE SPACE

During storage space surveys, personnel performing this function must ,.
.— . ...-.:

,..

compute po}entia I type “B” (cubic space) voids when maximum stacking

heights are not achieved, and in those instances where such space can

be recouped by rewarehousing. This information is annotated on survey

worksheets  and totaled.. ‘~ter it wi I I be added to the total cube determined

for type “A” space to achieve recoupable cubic feet through rewarehousi ng.

Here is a simple way to figure type “B” cubic space:

r .-—. —
T

- - ATTAINABLE STACK HEIGHT (16’)
I I I I
I I I
I 1~ TYPE ~ (25% VACANT) 1

I I I
,2, ● : ~~RONT V I E W  I I- —  ..- — — — -  .  .

I I
I
i I

1~ TYpE B (50%

I 1 VACANT)
8’ ~ I I—-—— - -

I
I
+ TYPE B (75%
I VACANT)

4’ r I

40 X 48” PALLETS
or 16 SQFT

*

4x4x4=64 CU FT 4x4x8=128 CU FT 4x4x12=192 CU F
1
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. . . . . . . . .. . . ..,-. . . . . . . . ...-..”

. .

GUIDE FOR COMPUTING POTENTIAL “B” STORAGE SPACE--(CON-
TINUED)

NOTE
Each stack of vacant type “B” space in this example is equal to 64 cubic feet. By
figuring the capacity of one void space (or pallet load), you can arrive at a total
figure by counting vacant spaces then multiplying vacant pallet loads by 64 cubic
feet. This method should also be used for depth of stacks.

Example:
64 cubic feet = 1 stack

. . . . . . . . . . . .No. of void spaces. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(pallet loads) = 10

10X64 = 640 cubic feet (type B)

You simply annotate 640 cubic feet on worksheet for above item.
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SAMPLE STORAGE SPACE SURVEY WORKSHEET

1

TYPE A FLOOR SPACE POTENTIAL
VACANT

*D
,,.. ;,. ALL UNSHADED AREAS ARE CON-

SIDERED OCCUPIED SPACE,... : s.: ,. .. . . . :, ..,, . . . .
(EVEN THOSE MARKED A OR B)

{K. . .,, . . : .:,:.: :,..., : , : . . . . . . .
;’:’.+:.:.’:’:  . . . . . . . ., , ;,,, ,., . . . ... ,

B B

1 1

B B B Bf “
B B B B

*

TYPE B (CUBIC SPACE) POTENTIAL
VACANT

SUMMARY

VACANT SQUARE FEET = THE SUM OF ALL SHADED GRtDS
OCCUPIED SQUARE FEET = NET SQUARE FEET—VACANT SQUARE FEET

POTENTIAL VACANT SPACE

TYPE A: THE SUM OF ALL GRIDS ANNOTATED “A”

NPE B: THE TOTAL CUBIC FEET, APPLIED TO WORKSHEET
BY SURVEY PERSONNEL

CONVERT POTENTIAL VACANT SPACE TO CU8tG  m (OFFICE PERSONNEL)

NPE A: MULTIPLY ALL GRIDS “A” X AVERAGE STACK HEIGHT
TO CONVERT TO CUBIC FEET

TYPE B: TOTAL CUBIC SPACE DATA FROM WORKSHEET

.- —-.....

. . . .

TYPE A (CU FT)
+ TYPE B (CU FT)
= TOTAL CUBIC FEET RECOUPABLE ~H REWAREHOUSINC
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Space is reported as:

VACANT -------------------

OCCUPIED _.----.---.-----

i.

POTENTIAL --------------

*

~ ‘NOW ,-----------------------------

DOD 4145.19-R-1

Only if actually vacant. (Do not include po-
tential vacant space as vacant. )

Only if occupied by material. (This includes
floor space (type A) caused by short or broken
spaces in front of stacks. )

Only if occupied and recoupable by reware-
housing with existing resources (storage aids
and MHE). This applies to Type A and B po-
tential space.

Let’s see how the above information is actually
recorded, then computed on survey work-
sheets for reporting purposes.

How To Record, Then Compute Vacant, Occupied and Potential Vacant Space
During Storage Space Surveys

How is it done?
1. Have necessary worksheets ready for survey personnel.

2. instruct survey personnel to record appropriate data.

NOTE
Computations (except for potential space type “B”) should be accomplished later
by office personnel.

3. Information to be recorded will be applied to worksheets as follows:
a. Record actual vacant space by shading in those areas of the storage layout

that are vacant. You do not include short spaces in front of stacks or honeycombing
as vacant space.

b. Record type “A” vacant space by annotating the letter “A” in those grids
where short spaces exist in front of stacks or where honeycombing is evident.

c. Record type “B” vacant space by annotating the letter “B” in those grids
where stacking heights could be improved by rewarehousing. (When “B” is re-
corded during a survey, cubic feet to be gained must also be recorded somewhere
on the worksheet.)
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2403. DOD Storage Space Reporting Require-
ment

with an understanding of how storage space is
measured and computed. Application of this infor-

DODI 4145.5 requires DOD Components to submit mation will aid in overall storage space management
a DD Form 805, Storage Space Management Re- and control and also will assist in preparation of

. ..+..... . .

port. The guidance and illustrated methods shown feeder data for separate reports required by the
in this section shbuld provide operating personnel DOD Components and for the DD Form 805 report.

—
.--1.
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